
 

 

 
 

 
 
We here at Habatat are eager to contact everyone in our Habatat Family with an update on Glass48: 
Glass After Dark. This is an unprecedented time in our country’s history. We are all aware of the 
developments of the COVID-19 virus and I am sure this is not the first email everyone has received of 
impending change due to circumstances beyond our control. We are closely monitoring the guidance of 
the World Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control regarding the spread of this virus. 
Each passing day brings new developments and our top priority is the health and well-being of our 
guests, clients, artists and Habatat staff. With that in mind, we want to update you on the actions we 
have taken in response to the outbreak. 
 

a) Effective immediately Habatat will be open by appointment only. We are looking out for the 
well-being of our guests and clients and want to make sure we are able to provide the social 
distancing needed to keep everyone safe. We will not be open to the general public. Contact 
Aaron, Debbie and Regina to setup an appointment anytime. 
 
We are asking all those that are feeling unwell, guests and staff alike, and those at high risk, to 
stay home. We have increased our efforts of cleaning and sanitation of the Habatat Galleries 
Complex and will be providing hand sanitization stations throughout the facility. All common 
surfaces will be cleaned multiple times daily and everyone will be reminded via posted signs to 
wash hands with disinfectant soap. Our focus is to ensure we meet our guests needs while doing 
our part to keep everyone safe. 
 

b) The Glass48 event will be going through a transition to keep everyone safe. Habatat will no 
longer be promoting our local events including the VIP weekend and Glass48 International 
Grand Opening. We will focus instead on a Habatat Direct Event of Glass48 which will be 
featured on our upcoming www.Glass48.com website along with our developing YouTube and 
Facebook Pages. Expect more on this soon. If you have made plans to attend the Glass48 VIP 
weekend all funds will be refunded. 
 

c) The Glass48 International and Silver Exhibition will open in early May and we invite everyone to 
setup a time to visit this incredible display. This is the safest way to proceed and will allow some 
extra personal attention to those who travel to visit Habatat to see the display during May, June 
and July.  
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d) The artworks for this exhibition are arriving every day and we are eager to share this 

presentation live, in person and online. Habatat plans to create an interactive online experience 
for those of you who make plans to tour the exhibition from home. These events will be 
viewable on your digital devices and will provide a way to share the gallery display, each unique 
work, each artist’s studio and more. More details on this soon. 
 

e) Habatat is still planning for the MasterWorks auction. We will be in touch with a plan as the 
details are worked out. We hope to have an online auction where everyone can participate from 
anywhere in the world. 
 

Please contact Aaron Schey here at Habatat with any interest in the artist’s works available on 
www.habatat.com and soon to be www.Glass48.com. We are all looking forward to hearing from 
you and send our best to all of our family and friends. Keep safe during this difficult time. 

 
Aaron Schey and the Habatat Family 
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